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Executive Summary
The City of Houston, Missouri's Department of Economic Development contracted
with Goldstone Consulting Group, LLC to conduct a Housing Study for the
community. The purpose of this study was to determine if there is a need for
investment in new single-family and multi-family housing units.
The study was conducted over several months during the third and fourth
quarters of 2019. Several community visits were conducted during this time. In
addition both in-person and phone interviews were conducted with property
owners and managers. A survey of Real Estate Brokers and Agents that primarily
practiced in the area of residential home sales in the City of Houston was
conducted.
The results after the months-long effort determined that a need exists for
additional multi-family apartment-style housing units in the community. The
demand for this type of housing going forward is healthy. The demand for new,
single-family housing units looking forward is also healthy.
Demand is projected to be healthy due to the community being a center of
business and healthcare in the region. Proximity to Fort Leonard Wood has the
potential to increase demand with a marketing effort aimed are activity duty
families and those that are planning on retirement from the military.
Recent investments in the expansion of post-secondary education facilities in the
community enhances the likelihood of economic opportunity for residents. As
family incomes increase so does the potential of homeownership.
Six recommendations are made at the conclusion of this report. The
recommendations if implemented can help the City of Houston plan for the future
demand for new housing options in various neighborhoods and the Downtown
District.
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Community Demographic Analysis
Population
The City of Houston, Missouri lies in the south-central portion of the State of
Missouri. The community hosts the seat of county government for Texas County.
It has a population calculated by the United States Census Bureau in its decennial
census of 2,081 individuals.
The City’s population over the past ten years has fluctuated slightly with the
count remaining near the levels of the 2010 Census. The lowest estimated
population in the last decade was in 2015 with a total population of 2,060, a 1.1
percent decline.
The population of individuals residing inside the limits has increased since the low
of 2015. In the following three years, the population had increased by 1.4 percent
to 2018 total of 2090.
During this period, the largest segment of the population was those between the
ages of 50 to 54 years old. These age groups accounted for 7.1 percent of the
population in 2010. The second-largest group was in the age range between 15 to
19 years of age. This represented an additional 6.8 percent of the population.
The two largest groups in the 2010 Census may account for the decline in
population in 2015. Both segments can be more likely to leave a community due
to events in their lives. The 15 to 19-year-old age group would be of an age that
leaving the community to further education goals could have been a possibility.
The 50 to 54-year-old age group might have been those leaving the community
for either new employment opportunities or retirement during the same period.
The median age of the population in the City of Houston is 38.7 years of age. The
median age of the United States is one year less at 37.7 years old.
Future population growth in the community is subject to two factors. The ability
of new residents to find suitable housing options will affect attracting new
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residents to the area. The second is employment opportunities with the
community’s major employers and the attraction of new employment to the City
of Houston.
Community leaders should place importance on promoting the participation of its
residents in the upcoming Census in 2020. The information collected during the
Census will play a role in both Federal and State funding for a variety of services in
the community, not the least of which is funding for education at all levels.

Housing
According to the U.S. Census Bureau's 2010 Census, there were a total of 935
households in the City of Houston. Nearly half, 54.9 percent of all households in
the City are designated as Family households with more than two or more
persons living in the home that are related by birth or by marriage. Of all the
households in the community, 25.3 percent have children under the age of 18
years of age residing in them.
The second-largest type of household in the community is those occupied by a
single individual. Those over the age of 65 years of age constitute the largest
segment of that population group with 36.3 percent of all households. Single
women over the age of 65 are the largest sub-section of this population group.
In the City of Houston, the average household size is just over 2 individuals per
home at a rate or 2.08.
More than half, 56.9 percent of the homes in the City of Houston are owneroccupied. The remaining 43.1 percent of housing in the community are the
various types of rental property including single-unit houses, duplexes and multifamily apartment units.
According to information available from the American Community Survey 2013 to
2107 edition from the United States Census Bureau, 71.3% of all the housing units
in the City of Houston are 2-bedroom or 3-bedroom models. Four or more-
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bedroom units equates to 13.4% of the units available. One-bedroom models
account for 10% of the housing options available in the City of Houston.
More than half of the homes in the subject area are heated through the use of
propane that is delivered to the home. Those using electricity as a fuel to heat
the home account for 38.5% of the homes. Another 8.5% of the homes are
categorized as "Other" in terms of heating sources. This could very well include
wood a primary source of heating fuel.
Over one-third of the housing stock in the City of Houston is more than 60 years
old with 8.8% of all the housing stock being more than 80 years old. A little more
than another third of the housing stock is more than 40 years in age. An
additional 20% of the homes are between 20 and 40 years of age.

Rental Home: Many of the single-family rental homes in the community are older and in need
of significant repair. If Build Codes were adopted in the community these delipidated homes
would need investment to repair issues and bring them up to standard or condemned and
raised to make way for new housing.
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Household Income
The median household income for homes in the City of Houston is $26,496 per
household according to the latest data available from the United States Census
Bureau's American Community Survey 2013 – 2017. The median income for
males in the subject area is $20,773 per annum. For females in the same area and
in the same period, the median income is $15,625.
Twenty-eight person of the persons living in the City of Houston is living in
poverty. Poverty for a family of 4 is $25,750 annual income according to statistics
available from the United States Department of Health and Humans Services.

Education Attainment
In the City of Houston, Missouri that percent of those living in the community
with a high school diploma or its equivalent or higher is 81.9%.
Those in the community with a Bachelor's Degree or greater over the age of 25 or
older are between 3.6% and 6.6%. Those in the same age bracket with less than a
High School Diploma are between, 2.4% and 5.1%. These may be the individual
least likely to afford housing in the community due to the likelihood that they will
be on the lower end of the income-earning potential.
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South-Central Region Education Attainment

The education attainment for the larger multi-county South-Central Missouri
Region is a benefit to the City of Houston and Texas County. As employers in the
region look for the quality of skilled talent they can draw upon the resources of
the region. This gives the employers in the City of Houston a larger talent pool to
recruit from with the potential of having those individuals become residents in
the community.

Community Demographics Summary
Rural communities traditionally have seen a decline in population over the years.
This can be attributed to several factors. One of those is a decline over the
generations of the size of the American family. Another factor is a generational
shift in the national economy from an agrarian one to a manufacturing-based
economy.
This shift moved the ability to earn an income suitable to sustain the typical family
from farm-based employment to one where the opportunity for that type of
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employment was in manufacturing. That trend led to more and more
employment opportunities being clustered in larger cities to the detriment to
smaller communities. Houston as one of those small communities suffered from
this trend.
Additionally, those that finished high school and went on to further their
education left to the community to attend four-year colleges in other
communities. Often that led to an out-migration of young talent in the
community.
Recent investment in e an effort to attract higher education opportunities to the
community will be a benefit to retain some of that talent and population lost for
this reason. Additionally, investing in new community technologies such as
Broadband Internet services will aid in the community's ability to retain a younger
population that relies upon the internet of work and social communication.
The upcoming Census to be conducted in 2020 will play a significate role in
collection current data that will affect spending in areas that can help the City of
Houston grow its economy and develop new housing to sustain new populations.
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Real Estate Broker Survey Results
A survey was conducted with Real Estate Brokers and Real Estate Agents (referred
to as Agents) that were either located in or conducted a sales transaction in the
City of Houston, Missouri in the past three years. Those Agents that responded to
the survived identified themselves as Agents that primarily worked in the
residential market segment of the community.
The survey was constructed in the online platform SurveyMonkey and was
conducted over several weeks during August and September of 2019 during the
housing study. The respondents to the survey provided insight valuable to the
overall Housing Study for the City of Houston, Missouri.
Eighty percent of the survey’s respondents during the survey period indicated
that they participated in over 20 residential home transactions during the past
three years.
During the period surveyed, sixty-percent of the Agents responding indicated that
they participated in between eleven and fifteen sales of homes to a buyer that
was from outside of the City of Houston's zip code. An additional twenty percent
of the Agents survey stated that they participated in more than twenty
transactions involving a buyer from outside of the City of Houston.
In a two-to-one margin, the main reason for that that purchased a home that
lived outside of the City of Houston was due to employment in the region. Less
than half of those purchasing and moving to the region did so because they chose
to retire to the community.
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Numbers of transactions in the past 3 years by Real Estate Agents with buyers from outside
the City of Houston zip code zone.

On the sales side of the transaction, eighty percent of those selling a home
through the respondent Agents in the past three years relocated outside of the
community. Only twenty percent that sold a home remained in the community.
The reason for those that sold a home in the City of Houston and moved away for
the community was equally divided between those that moved for employment
elsewhere and those that relocated to be closer to family or for health reasons.
Only twenty percent sold a home in the community and left for retirement in
another location.
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Reasons why sellers relocated from the City of Houston who used a Real Estate Agent in the past 3
years.

During the past three years, eighty percent of the Agents that responded to the
survey indicated that sales of primary family homes in the City of Houston have
increased. Twenty percent of those responding indicated that their sales of
homes have declined. Likewise, the same numbers of Agents reported an
increase in the past three years of "showings' where individuals are requesting to
see a home in the City of Houston.
All of the respondents to the survey indicated that one hundred percent of the
buyers and potential buyers of homes in the City of Houston requested to see
homes with between three and four bedrooms.
During the past three years, eighty percent of the homes sold in the community
averaged between $100,000 and $150,000 in the sales price. The remaining
twenty percent of those sold by the Agents responding to the survey had a sale
value between $200,000 and $250,000.
In the same period those buyers searching for a home the community, sixty
percent indicated they were interested in housing with a value between $100,00
to $150,000. Forty percent of those buyers in the marketplace searched for
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homes valued between $150,000 to $200,000. The reaming twenty percent
initially began their search for a home valued under $100,000.
Respondents to the survey stated that eighty percent of their clients were “moveup buyers” that already owned a home as was searching for a home of greater
value. The remaining twenty percent of home buyers were those that were in the
market to purchase their first home.
Sixty percent of the home buyers in the City of Houston in the past three years fell
into the age range of between forty to fifty years of age. The remaining forty
percent were split equally between those in the thirty to forty age bracket and
those under thirty years of age.
Homes sold in the community largely were on the market for more than 120 days.
Eighty percent of the home sold in the last three years were in this category. The
remaining twenty percent sold between in a period between thirty and ninety
days. Eighty percent of the Agents responding to the survey indicated that the
number of days a home was on the market before being purchased in the
community has increased.
Looking forward to the number of days on the market needed to sell a home in
the City of Houston in the next three years, seventy-five percent of the
respondents stated those days will increase.
All of the responding Agents stated that looking forward over the next three years
home values in the City of Houston will increase.
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Optimisim of housing demand increasing in the next 3 years

Very Likely

Likely

Unlikely

Neither Likely or Unlikely

Forty percent of the respondents indicated that over the next three years the
demand to purchase a home in the City of Houston was “very likely” to increase.
Another forty percent stated the purchaser demand is “likely” to increase. The
reaming twenty percent stated that the demand to purchase a home in the
community was “unlikely” to increase.
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Community Employment Trends
The labor market in the City of Houston and Texas County, like those in the SouthCentral Region of Missouri can be described as “tight”. Employers considering
expansion and companies locating new operations in the market can expect some
difficulty in locating ample amounts of talent for specific job opportunities. This
condition is typical of the region and the State of Missouri as a whole.
The recent investment in education beyond the High School level in the
community with new and expanded facilities promises to ease the perceived
difficulty in securing talent with a specific skill set. The recent launch of additional
training in the community will pay long-term dividends to both employers and
residents in the community as well.
Currently, unemployment in Texas County stands at 3.4%. This is a significant
improvement from a statistical high of 12.5% in 2011. The labor force in Texas
County is 9,279 with a population of 25,571. The average annual wage in the
County across all industries is $31,512. This average wage is $787 annually less
than the average wage across the 12 county South-Central Missouri Region of
$32,299 annually.
Employment Projections*
Now Typically requires short-term on-the-job training, little to no experience,
and/or a high school diploma

Title
Opening
Food Prep-Serving Workers
433
Cashiers
396
Personal Care Aides
389
Retail Salespersons
300
Helpers--Production Workers
248
Janitors and Cleaners
155
Waiters and Waitresses
137
Laborers, Freight, Stock, Material 137

Growth Rate
15.4%
-1.0%
31.3%
3.6%
43.4%
10.3%
4.3%
5.7%

Wage e
$18,562
$20,488
$19,972
$28,387
$24,228
$23,653
$19,734
$25,315
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Advertised job openings in the South-Central Region of Missouri in January 2019.

Next Typically requires a non-degreed certificate, associate's degree,
apprenticeship, some experience, or moderate- to long-term training.

Title
Nursing Assistants
Heavy & Tractor-Trailer Drivers
Supervisors Retail Sales Workers
Maintenance & Repair Workers
Billing- Posting Clerks
Bookkeeping-Accounting Clerks
Teacher Assistants
Licensed Practical Nurses
Cooks, Restaurant
Medical Assistants

Openings
180
132
118
79
77
75
69
65
54
50

Growth Rate

Wages

10.8%
1.1%
7.4%
6.4%
15.1%
-1.9%
-0.6%
7.7%
5.7%
23.9%

$22,593
$35,650
$37,312
$34,181
$28,417
$29,300
$21,588
$34,505
$22,960
$28,940
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Advertised job openings in the South-Central Region of Missouri in January 2019.

Later Typically requires a bachelor’s degree or higher
Title

Openings

Elementary School Teachers
Registered Nurses
General Operations Managers
Social Workers
Middle School Teachers
Healthcare Social Workers
Accountants and Auditors
Loan Officers
Medical Health Services Mgrs
Education Administrators

116
88
62
37
36
34
23
20
15
14

Growth Rate
-1.6%
11.9%
6.5%
9.8%
-1.7%
9.7%
10.0%
19.7%
17.5%
-1.6%

Wages
$38,576
$54,250
$76,226
$35,158
$41,566
$32,046
$55,488
$61,631
$96,294
$78,415
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Advertised job openings in the South-Central Region of Missouri in January 2019.

*April 2019 Missouri Economic Research and Information Center Sources: Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS) and the Division of Occupational Employment Statistics (OES). Occupational
projections developed by the Missouri Economic Research and Information Center (MERIC).
Burning Glass Technologies, Labor/Insight tool. Major occupation group totals in the Top
Outlook Occupation Groups table is the sum of published employment.

Employment & Housing
Quality housing options play an important in the ability of the major employers in
the community to recruit new talent from outside of the region. A prime example
would be Texas County Memorial Hospital working to attract a new physician to
provide services in the community. The spouse of that physician will have a
desire to know the housing options in the community.
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The example used to outline the efforts of the community’s hospital to attract
new individuals to the community can easily be extended to any of the other
larger employers in the area.
Employment Trend Summary
The employment projects for the next seven years in the City of Houston, Texas
County and the South-Central Region of Missouri are optimistic. As a section of
the population reaches the traditional age of retirement this will provide
employment opportunities to younger members of the community. The work
being done by civic leaders, local economic developers, and local education
officials to improve post-secondary education options will aide in the ability of
residents in the area to secure future employment. This could lead to retention in
the community of the younger population.
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Housing Sales Market Review
Real estate brokers and sales agents that identified themselves as primarily
serving the City of Houston and the surrounding area in residential sales were
survived during this study. Those that responded provided beneficial data on
local sales over the past three years and projected sales for the next three years.
The information available from both the National Association of Realtors and the
Missouri Association of Realtors failed to provide trend data specific to the City of
Houston specifically. However, the limited local data that was available from
these two sources provided a benchmark to compare the local market with trends
affecting real estate sales on a statewide and national basis.
Nationally, the typical value of a home is $235,000. Locally, in Texas County, the
value of the same type of home is $111,183 according to data available from the
National Association of Realtors. This translates to a monthly mortgage payment
of $507.00 with a 4.5% interest rate. At a 5.0% interest rate that same home's
mortgage payment is $537.00. With an interest rate of 5.5%, the same home has
a monthly mortgage payment of $568.00. This assumes a down payment of equal
to ten percent of the value of the home. These figures do not include any
subsequent fees, insurance or taxes.
Compared to rental home rates in the City of Houston, purchasing a home is a
better value assuming a family has the required down payment and suitable
credit history.
Home Foreclosure
According to information available from RealtyTrac, a leading real estate
information service, home foreclosures in the Texas County area are below that of
the State of Missouri and National trends for November 2019. A recent history
trend for Texas County as it relates to foreclosures has remained constant.
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Projected foreclosures are not expected to increase the rate in Texas County
assuming no major negative changes in employment in the community.

Home Foreclosures: Texas County is currently below State and National trends for home foreclosures.

Home Inventory For Sale
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The National Association of Realtor's website; Realtor.com shows 61 properties
listed for sale in the area City of Houston's zip code. Those homes for sale range
in price from $16,000 for a 2-bedroom, 1 bathroom single-wide mobile home to a
4-bedroom, 3-bathroom house listed for sale at $369,000.

Homes Listed For Sale

Increasing

Eighty percent of real estate brokers and agents that responded to a survey
regarding housing in the City of Houston indicated that the number of homes
listed for sale has increased during the past three years. The same number of
brokers and agents stated that the numbers of completed transactions also
increased during the same three-year period.
Additionally, eighty-percent of those surveyed projected that over the next three
years homes listed for sale are expected to increase.
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Home Sale Motives
Real estate brokers and agents servicing the City of Houston area that responded
to a market survey indicated that 40% of those that sold a home in the past three
years and left the community did so for employment opportunities in another
community. Family or health reasons was a motive in 40% of those that sold a
home and relocated from the community in the past three years. Only 20% of
those that sold a home in the City of Houston area and left the community did so
to retire to another community.

Relocation from City of Houston Motives
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Employment in another
Community

Family or Health Reasons

Retirement to a new
community

Employment

Retirement

Family

Building Lots for Sale
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A recent review of real estate listed for sale through Realtor.com has an inventory
of over 30 lots for sale. Most of these tracts of acreage in the City of Houston Zip
Code zone outside the city limits. The development of those lots with new homes
and families will be a benefit to the City of Houston as those families are most
likely to pay local sales taxes when shopping in the community.
Development of those lots of land inside the City of Houston will be a direct
benefit to the City through both the property tax base as well as becoming an
additional utility customer.

Project Future Home Sales
The real estate brokers and agents that responded to the City of Houston real
estate market survey indicated that the length of time to sell a home in the
market during the next three years will decrease. Forty percent of the brokers
and agents that responded felt that the purchase demand for homes over the
next three years in the market is "very likely" to increase. An equal amount
specified that the demand is "likely" to increase. Only 20% of the real estate
brokers and agents believe the demand to purchase a home is "unlikely" to
increase.
Going forward, the demand to purchase a home in the City of Houston area is
similar to that of the rental housing market. The future demand to purchase a
home in the next three years is positive.
Once again, the potential of luring families that have someone that is employed at
Fort Leonard Wood or are retiring soon from the military from the Fort has the
potential of being successful. The Fort provides an excellent market to recruit
new residents to the community on both a short-term and a long-term basis.
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Rental Housing Market Review
Current Rental Housing Availability
It is estimated that the City of Houston has more than180 rental units in the
community. These rental units encompass five main categories; single-family
homes, mobile homes, duplex homes, apartment buildings, and mixed-use
buildings.
The mixed-use buildings are primarily located in the Downtown area of the
community. Single-family rental homes are located throughout the community
with a higher concentration of this category of homes located in the older
neighborhoods of the city. The duplex homes are concentrated in an area closer
to the main retail corridor of the community with units that command a higher
rental rate located nearer to the established industrial park. There are two types
of apartment buildings in the community. The first are those that are operated by
the Housing Authority and are concentrated in residential neighborhoods. These
are mainly single-story 4-unit apartments. The second is a single building, multiunit, two-story building also located near the main retail corridor for the
community.
The physical conditions of these five various types of rental homes depend largely
upon three main variables, 1) the age of the rental home, 2) the maintenance
program of the landlord, 3) the daily maintenance performed by the renter.
It appears that the vast majority of the rental homes that fall into the category of
duplex homes or multi-unit apartment homes. The physical outside appearance
of these types of rental homes is in good to excellent condition based upon the
age of the facility. These are the homes that command the highest demand from
the renter segment of the demographic. There is often a waiting list for these
types of rental homes due to the nature of the quality of the upkeep on these
units.
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Conversely, some of the single-family homes that are used in the rental market
are homes in the older neighborhoods of the community. It often appears that
these homes have a higher percentage of deferred maintenance that needs to be
completed. These homes are often those that have lower market rent value.
The Downtown district in the area of Grand Avenue and Pine Avenue is an
underutilized area of rental housing. The buildings that have retail, dining of
service businesses on the first floor and undeveloped apartments on the second
floor are an opportunity to assist in the revitalization of the Downtown area.

Downtown Living Spaces: The redevelopment of the second story living spaces in the Downtown district
can provide for additional economic opportunity for the district and the community as a whole.

Redeveloping these viable living spaces will provide building owners with an
excellent source of additional income. Residence living in these second-floor
apartments will also slow the decay of the building by having both heating and air
conditioning units operating. The building owner is also more likely to have the
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funding needed to maintain the roof and the exterior of these valuable living
spaces.
The addition of new tenants living in the Downtown area will also provide an
economic boost to those businesses in the area. With new potential customers
living in the Downtown district the likelihood they will patronize the restaurants
and other establishments in the area is much higher due to the convenience
factor of the location.
Monthly lease rates for two-bedroom spaces varies between $450 per month at
the low end to $525 per month at the high end. The variance in lease rates can
be attributed to the condition and the location of the specific unit.
Lease rates monthly for three-bedroom units range from $550 per month at the
low end to $650 per month for the higher end units in the community. Variances
in rates as the same as those for two-bedroom units, location, and condition of
the property.
Rental Housing Current Demand
A review of the information available that was compiled from private, for-profit
ownership of rental housing in the market that is owned by the public housing
authority indicates a strong demand for rental housing in the City of Houston.
Although the vacancy percentage of rental housing was unable to be calculated it
is believed that this rate is very low in the community.
Often both privately owned and publicly owned rental units have a waiting list.
The waiting time for access to a publicly owned and the subsidized rental unit can
be as long as six to eight months. The waiting times of privately own rental units
without subsidies can and do vary as well. However, it has been historically a
much shorter waiting period to access privately-owned unites.
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The type of unit most commonly in demand is that of a one-bedroom unit. This is
closely followed by a demand for three-bedroom units. One-bedroom units are
most commonly requested by a younger demographic that is just in the early
stages of adult life without children and a spouse or by a more elderly population
that does not have dependent family members residing in the home. Threebedroom units are most commonly requested by a segment of the local
population that is comprised of families with children.
To fill the need estimated demand for rental housing in the City of Houston, the
development of a new apartment community with amenities that include in-unit
laundry hook-ups along with access to broadband internet services could have the
potential of being a very successful development. This type of development
would lend itself to the recruitment of a younger population that is searching for
employment at the major employers in the community such as the School District
and the Hospital. A development of this type could support rental rates in the
range of $600 to $750 per month depending upon size and amenities.
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Multi-family Apartments: The market has a demand for additional quality multi-unit apartment housing
with 1-bedroom and 3-bedroom having the highest demand.

Rental Housing Estimated Future Demand
Future demand for rental housing units in the City of Houston market appears to
be stable to growing. A growth pattern in demand is likely depending upon the
success of new business investment in the community.
The City of Houston is the Seat of County Government and the center of health
care services for the region, along with being a retail hub for the area, increases
the likelihood that housing demand will be stable and continue to grow and these
business sectors continue to have growth.
The proximately to Fort Leonard Wood provides the community with the
potential for an influx of continuous tenants for the rental sector in housing. An
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effort should be undertaking to market the City of Houston and the surrounding
community as an affordable housing option for young military families.

Duplex Homes: Newer duplex-style rental homes command a high rental value and attract a
higher-income earning family to the community.
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Senior & Special Housing Market Review
In the City of Houston, there are a total of 96 license skilled nursing facility beds
according to information available from the Missouri Department of Health and
Senior Services. The total licensed nursing beds in Texas County is 156. The
remainder is located in the nearby community of Licking.
From the information available from the Missouri Department of Health and
Senior Services, there appear to be no licensed facilities providing housing and
care for individuals with developmental disabilities that require special housing.
It may be assumed that these individuals are residing in the public housing
facilities in the community.

Public Housing: The City of Houston has 66 public assistance housing units in the community.
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With over 500 individuals in the community over the age of 65, the potential for
the need for additional housing options suited towards the needs of the elderly in
the community has the potential to increase in demand. As this segment of the
population continues to age the need for housing with traditional maintenance
being provided will increase in demand. Retaining these individuals with housing
options will provide benefits to the community as they will increase their use of
healthcare facilities and services. That demand can provide additional
employment opportunities in the healthcare industry.
Those that qualify for residency in subsidized housing or rental payment
assistance outnumber the available housing units to support this demand. During
the data research period for this study, 83 families that qualified for some type of
financial support for housing. There are only 66 units that can accommodate this
demand in the community.
Unsubstantiated data collected indicated that Texas County has families living in
tents in the area. Although there were no explicit signs of this, there may be
working families existing below the poverty line that are homeless in the
community.
The efforts that resulting in the recruitment of new education opportunities in the
community will have a positive impact on increasing the skills of the workforce.
As this takes place those special category homeless families will have the occasion
to move into subsidized housing. This move will be obtainable as others in the
public housing that have increased skills move into more traditional housing as
income and wages increase.
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Conclusions
The City of Houston as the largest city in Texas County, the seat of Texas County
Government and the hub for healthcare and business in the county is uniquely
positioned. Located at the intersection of U.S. Highway 63 and State Highway 17,
two of the major roadways through the southern portion of the State of Missouri
and the Ozarks allows the City of Houston the opportunity to have economic
growth that other communities in the region do not have.
The success of that economic opportunity is dependent on several factors
including housing for the workforce in the area. As is with most communities that
have been in exitance as long as the City of Houston has, there are residential
areas in the community that need redevelopment. This should not be considered
as a negative aspect to the community; rather an opportunity to create a new
economic vitality through the development of new housing and the
redevelopment of older neighborhoods.
Replacement of obsolete housing in the community has the potential to not only
reinvigorate a neighborhood but can foster economic growth in the larger
community from the construction jobs created. The City of Houston will also
benefit from the increased property tax collection from new homes of greater
value. Additionally, new home development in older neighborhoods become new
utility customers for the City-owned utilities.
Previously undeveloped land exists in the City of Houston that is suitable for the
development of new multi-family housing to meet current and future demands.
Adjacent lands to the City are also suitable for the development of newly
constructed subdivision tract style housing to also supply current and future
demands.
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The Downtown District offers an excellent opportunity for apartment housing by
redeveloping the second story of current buildings into modern living spaces.
Doing so will spur additional opportunities for new small business ventures in the
area as well.
Future planning by the City of Houston in partnership with its Department of
Economic Development and Utility partners can address these housing issues to
the benefit to the entire community. Doing so will sustain the community for
decades to come.

Planning & Zone can ensure that neighborhoods with historic homes are not encroached
upon by types of housing such as “tiny houses” or apartment unites that may diminish
property values.
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Recommendations
1) Planning & Zoning – The City of Houston should establish a Planning and
Zone Board comprised of local citizens. Such a Board can be a screening
process to ensure that certain types of building projects in specific
neighborhoods and commercial districts meet guidelines set forth by the
City in its planning. Through the use of Planning and Zoning and the
establishment of guidelines for specific neighborhoods can prevent issues
where small rental homes are constructed on lots adjacent larger singlefamily, homeowner owned homes potentially lowering the value of those
homes. Larger cities in the South-Central region of Missouri can be used as
guides or templates in implementing a Planning & Zoning Board.
2) Building Codes – Adoption of building codes and standards from the
International Code Council is a safeguard to having new single-family and
multi-family homes constructed to a specific standard. Having a standard
of building codes in the community can ensure that construction projects
meet a specific standard. The community currently has several newly
constructed small single-family homes that were constructed with only one
exit from the home and small windows that prevent easy egress during a
fire creating a potential safety issue for residents. Building Codes and
standards would have prevented the construction of these homes.
3) Code Enforcement – Adopting Building Codes and the creation of a
Planning & Zone Board should be supplemented with a Code Enforcement
Officer for the City. This individual would have the responsibility to review
building plans for all new residential, commercial and industrial
construction projects in the community. This person would be to conduct
the day-to-day activity associated with the implementation of planning.
This is to ensure that a project is planned and constructed to the Building
Codes adopted.
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4) Building Demolition Program – The City of Houston should develop a
derelict and abandoned building removal program. Homes that become
unfit or unsafe to reside in should be demolished. Funding for such a
program can be applied for through the Missouri Department of Economic
Development's Community Block Development Grant program. The
program, when accepting applications can be used to clear blighted
properties. These properties can be redeveloped into new housing units.
5) Development Incentive Program – An incentive program to spur the
development of new residential housing in the community should be
considered. The program parameters can vary based on the specific desire
of the City. Examples of incentives can include reduced or eliminated fees
for connecting to City utilities, reduced or no fees associated with the
purchase of building lots own by the City, reduced or eliminated building
permit fees, assistance with sidewalk and driveway apron construction.
Any form of incentive may aid in developing interest from construction
firms considering new projects in the City of Houston.
6) Community Marketing Plan – Fort Leonard Wood with its proximity to the
City of Houston is a prime target to market the benefits of living in the
community. The potential of attracting active-duty individuals and families
can not only benefit the community with new stable employment
individuals the community but provide additional talent options for local
employers. Additionally, those that are planning to retire from the Army
are admirable individuals to attract to the community.
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Information and Data Sources
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

United States Census Bureau 2010 Census
United States Census Bureau Population Division
United States Census Bureau 2013 to 2017 American Community Survey
United States Department of Health and Human Services
United States Bureau of Labor Statistics
National Association of Realtors
Missouri Economic Research and Information Center
Missouri Department of High Education and Workforce Development
Missouri Department of Health and Senior Service
Missouri Department of Economic Development
Attom Data Solutions, LLC – RealtyTrac.com
Survey of Real Estate Brokerage Firms & Real Estate Agents
Individual phone and in-person interviews
Community Tours
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